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HMH Into Reading   * | Grades 3-6

ARTS

Meg Medina weaves family 
memories and her love of 
bikes into "Merci Suárez"

KIDS

"Sesame Street" to introduce 
Julia, a Muppet with autism, 
in April

ARTS

Why are rats always the bad 
guys?

Grade 3, Module 1

SCIENCE & MATH

Dream Jobs: Inventor

SCIENCE & MATH

Inventors and Scientists: 
Thomas Edison

U.S.  HISTORY

Entrepreneurs: Henry Ford

Grade 5, Module 1

Explore the fascinating

innovations of people like

Thomas Edison and Henry

Ford, as well as other

inventions that help us live

more efficiently. 

Get to know interesting

and complex characters in

various ways.

Articles with connections to the themes, questions, and texts in the Into Reading® curriculum,

organized by module to help students build background knowledge and extend learning

Supports for multilingual learners embedded in the Resources panel of each module

Opportunities to include diverse perspectives and make real-world connections authentically in  

 their classes

We’ve made it easy for teachers to use relevant, engaging content alongside HMH Into Reading® –

without disrupting a thing. Read on for a preview, and contact your Newsela team to learn more.  

With this HMH Into Reading® curriculum complement, teachers can expect: 

 

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not involved in 
the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the Curriculum Complement.

 

Newsela Curriculum Complements

NEWSELA ELA CURRICULUM COMPLEMENTS

®
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For HMH Into Literature   * | Grades 6-12

WAR & PEACE

"Nerves of steel": The pilot
who calmly landed
Southwest flight

GEOGRAPHY

70 years later, survivors
recall the horrors of India-
Pakistan partition

RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY

Famous Speeches: Elie
Wiesel's "The Perils of
Indifference"

Grade 9, Unit 1

WORLD HISTORY

How the dead danced with
the living in medieval society

WORLD HISTORY

Object of intrigue: The iron
hand of a knight from the
1500s

WORLD HISTORY

Primary Sources: The Black
Death, 1348

Grade 12, Unit 1

Dive into medieval

England, and reflect on the

lasting impact, in literature

and daily life, of certain

key concepts and

structures that emerged

out of this period. 

Reflect on the question of

survival. Consider the

characteristics that

survivors share that may

have helped them emerge

out of difficult

circumstances.

Articles with connections to the themes, questions, and texts in the HMH Into Literature® 

curriculum, organized by module to help students build background knowledge and extend learning

Supports for multilingual learners embedded in the Resources panel to support all students 

Opportunities to include diverse perspectives and make real-world connections authentically in 

their classes

We’ve made it easy for teachers to use relevant, engaging content alongside HMH Into Literature® – 

without disrupting a thing. Read on for a preview, and contact your Newsela team to learn more.

With this HMH Into Literature® curriculum complement, teachers can expect: 

 

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not involved in 
the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the Curriculum Complement.

 

NEWSELA ELA CURRICULUM COMPLEMENTS

®
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EL Education  * | Grades 3-5 + 6-8 (Second Edition)

ARTS

Kids are using their poetry in 
new ways to make their 
voices heard

SCIENCE

Marine scientists versus the 
skeptics: a haiku about 
climate change

ARTS & CULTURE

Opinion: sometimes music 
can heal in ways human 
interaction cannot

Grade 4, Poetry, Poets,
and Becoming a Writer

WORLD HISTORY

Storytelling and cultural 
traditions

ARTS & CULTURE

Mexican archaeologist was 
one of the few female 
researchers of the 1800s

ARTS & CULTURE

Indigenous game comes 
back to life after hundreds 
of years

Grade 8, Folklore in 
Latin America

Introduce students to what
inspires people to write
and encourage students to
embrace a love of poetry
and writing.

NEWSELA ELA CURRICULUM COMPLEMENTS

Articles organized by modules and units aligned to the themes and topics in the curriculum and 

including Lesson Sparks to support planning

Curations of texts to support the interdisciplinary design of EL Education® resources

Content from diverse voices and cultures to encourage meaningful connection

Opportunities to support the ALL Block for independent reading and targeted practice 

We’ve made it easy for teachers to use relevant, engaging content alongside EL Education®* – without 

disrupting a thing. Read on for a preview, and contact your Newsela team to learn more.  

With this EL Education curriculum complement, teachers can expect: 

In this module, students 
develop their ability to 
analyze narratives and 
create their own stories. 
They also will analyze 
informational essays and 
create their own as they 
learn about Latin American 
folklore.

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not involved in 
the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the Curriculum Complement.

 

®
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Amplify    Science* | Grades 3-5 + MS Life Science, 
Physical Science, Earth & Space Science

SCIENCE & MATH

Are earthworms tough 
enough for Mars?

SCIENCE & MATH

"What is an ecosystem? 

SCIENCE & MATH

Who eats in the wild?

Grade 5, Ecosystem 
Restoration

SCIENCE & MATH

How Earth's atmosphere 
traps heat

KIDS

Students to press Congress 
for common sense laws on 
climate change

SICENCE & MATH

What are climate change 
feedback loops?

Middle School Earth &
Space Science, Earth's 
Changing Climate

Explore what exactly climate 

change is and what's causing 

it, along with the way humans 

affect climate and what can 

be done to reduce the impact.

Investigate how matter 
and energy move through 
ecosystems.

Articles organized by chapters and units, just like the Amplify® Science curriculum, to enhance 

literacy-rich science instruction 

Opportunities to make real-world connections through authentic texts for selected phenomena to 

enhance student engagement

Recommended instructional pathways to support planning and implementation

We’ve made it easy for teachers to use relevant, engaging content alongside Amplify® Science – without 

disrupting a thing. Read on for a preview, and contact your Newsela team to learn more.  

With this Amplify Science® curriculum complement, teachers can expect: 

 

NEWSELA SCIENCE CURRICULUM COMPLEMENTS

*All provider names and trademarks are property of their respective owners. Providers not explicitly listed as collaborators or partners were not involved in 
the development of Newsela Curriculum Complements. Inclusion does not indicate the company’s approval or endorsement of the Curriculum Complement.

 

®
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To support Passport to Social Studies and Civics for All:
Review Key Concepts and Skills 

ARTS & CULTURE

Gen Z teens find acceptance 
online

ARTS & CULTURE

Issue Overview: Are social
networking sites good for our 
society?

ARTS & CULTURE

Parents may fret, but even 
experts say social media use 
has its benefits

Key Skills, Construct 
Arguments

WORLD HISTORY

Life in Sumarian Times in 
Mesopotamia

WORLD HISTORY

Who was the most powerful 
woman in ancient history?

GEOGRAPHY

Lost Cities: Babylon, how 
war almost erased our 
"greatest heritage site"

Ancient Civilizations: 
Ancient Mesopotamia
Identify the influence of 
geography along with the 
elements of religions, 
achievements, politics, 
economies, and social 
structures of Ancient 
Mesopotamia.

Practice constructing 
strong arguments by
ranking the strength of 
evidence and honoring 
counter-claims.

Articles with connections to the key themes and concepts in core Social Studies courses

Opportunities to reinforce key skills like evaluating primary sources and constructing arguments

Key questions to drive student engagement and inquiry

Unit guides and lessons with instructional activities to support planning and                                      

formative assessment

Bonus! Review this video to learn more.

We’ve made it easy for teachers to use relevant, engaging content to support key concepts and skills in 

Social Studies instruction. Read on for a preview, and contact your Newsela team to learn more.  

With the Review Key Concepts and Skills Collection in Newsela Social Studies, teachers can expect: 

NEWSELA SOCIAL STUDIES
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EXPECT MORE FROM 
YOUR SEL CONTENT

AUTHENTIC

Engage every learner with representative
content all students can identify with.

ACCESSIBLE

Differentiate instruction easily with texts
published at 5 reading levels.

AGILE

Keep lessons fresh and relevant, with new
content added regularly.

ACCOUNTABLE

See visibility into student engagement in
the Binder

Self-Awareness

SCIENCE ARTS & CULTURE ARTS & CULTURE

How music helps us get in 
touch with our emotions

How to meditate: It's all 
about focusing

Being kind to yourself is 
the best way to achieve 
your goals

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) is an integral component of excellent instruction. Empower teachers to
integrate SEL into core instruction with relatable, accessible content and activities that put students in the
right mindset to learn while reinforcing key literacy and communication skills.

W H Y  C H O O S E  T H E  N E W S E L A  S E L  C O L L E C T I O N ?

Aligned to the CASEL framework
Organized by the five CASEL SEL competencies: self-awareness, self- 

management, social awareness, relationship-building, and responsible decision-

making

Unit guides and Lesson Sparks give teachers an overview of how to build each 

SEL competency, so they are ready to use the content in their instruction

Reinforces skills students need to be academically successful, like goal setting 

and growth mindset in ELA or perspective taking and respectfully examining 

other  points of view in social studies

Flexible and accessible for all students
Relatable and relevant content helps explain and illustrate  SEL competencies

through real-world stories that are age appropriate for elementary, middle, and

high school

Content published at five different reading levels

Nearly all articles translated into Spanish, also at five reading levels

Integrates with core instruction
Customizable write prompts included to help teachers integrate literacy 

and SEL

Shareable annotations help teachers scaffold texts and start a dialogue with 

students

Embedded SEL instructional supports give teachers easy-to-implement 

ideas for using the content to spark discussion and connection and build a

foundation for academic success

Fosters more inclusive, identity-affirming classrooms
Standalone anti-bias, anti-racism resources and lessons available for all grade 

bands provide students with background knowledge and shared vocabulary 

Includes resources from Learning for Justice, and aligned to the four domains of 

their anti-bias framework: Identity, Diversity, Justice and and Action

Rigorous and inclusive instructional content supports the four principles of 

NYSED Culturally Responsive and Sustaining Framework

The Newsela SEL 
Collection
The content you need to integrate
SEL & core instruction.

https://newsela.com/subject/other/342104/

